LONG ODDS

and other dances from the Preston collection

FOREWORD

The dances which Mrs. Woods has transcribed and edited from Thomas Preston’s annual publications belong to a particularly interesting period. Some of the traditional dances noted by Cecil Sharp and others reach back to this phase, and the Preston dances themselves form a link between the surviving tradition and the classical examples of the early Playford period.

I am sure that the five dances selected by Mrs. Woods will give great pleasure to the country dancers of today.

DOUGLAS KENNEDY

INTRODUCTION

Thomas Preston, of 97 Strand, London, published annually from 1786 to 1801 a set of dances entitled “Twenty-Four Country Dances of the Year”. Many of the dances illustrate all too clearly the decline of the country dance in the latter part of the 18th century, but among them are a number of dances of interest both in figure and tune and offering considerable pleasure to the present day dancer.

Five such dances appear in this small publication together with the tunes which are printed above the dances in the original text. The longways dances have, in the case of “Liberty” and “Stowe Hall”, been altered to three couple set dances to facilitate the less experienced dancer, but a note is added in each case to explain the alteration made. A characteristic of the period was the inclusion of a neutral (or practically neutral) 3rd couple in many of the longways dances—probably a social concession to give greater opportunity for conversation. To fit the modern evolution of the country dance, this static 3rd couple has been omitted from those dances in which it occurs, in the text here presented.

PAT WOODS

LONG ODDS

A1. 1st couple balance, turn partner half turn right hand; turn sides one-and-half turn left hand.
A2. All balance, sides turn half way right hand. 1st couple one-and-half turn left hand.
B1. 1st couple lead down centre, turn, lead back, cast round 2nd couple.
B2. All poussette, 1st gent push, 2nd gent pull, complete poussette.

(From “Twenty-Four Dances of the Year”, 1791 edition, published by Preston.)
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A.1. 1st lady figure 8 between 1st and 2nd gents. Return to place.
A.2. 1st gents figure 8 between 1st and 2nd ladies. Return to place.
B.1. All couples lead down, 1st couple arch, 2nd couple under, return to new places.
B.2. All swing around other couple, balance step.

(From "Twenty-Four Dances of the Year", 1799 edition, published by Preston.)

LIBERTY

A.1. Three ladies lead round three gents.
A.2. Three gents lead round three ladies.
B.1. 1st couple lead down centre, turn, lead back, cast to bottom place.
B.2. Top couples cross right, left on side, cross right, left on side.

* This dance appears as a triple minor longways and if desired to dance as such, the leading couple should only cast one place in B.1.

From "Twenty-Four Dances of the Year", 1786 edition, published by Preston.)

PRINCE WILLIAM OF GLO’S’TER’S WALTZ

A.1. 1st corners balance, turn single, cross over.
A.2. 2nd corners balance, turn single, cross over.
B. Couples waltz round each other, finishing progressed on own sides.
C. Right and left hand star.

(From "Twenty-Four Dances of the Year", 1801 edition, published by Preston.)
STOWE HALL

Not too fast

A.1. 1st couple lead through 2nd and 3rd ladies, divide, meet in centre, turn right hand into middle place.

A.2. 1st couple figure 8 through top couple.

B.1. All couples promenade.

B.2. Reel on own side end couples passing inside first. Leading couple cast into bottom place at end.

*When desired to dance as a triple minor longways the final cast by the leading couple should be omitted.

(From "Twenty-Four Dances of the Year", 1791 edition, published by Preston.)
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